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Background
Over the last 25 years, World Wildlife Fund (WWF) has been engaging with forest companies,
communities, governments, and NGO partners to improve global forest management and trade practice
and policy. Several forest sector engagement platforms have been created to engage with strategic
companies globally, including the Global Forest & Trade Network (GFTN) and New Generation
Plantations (NGP), as well as national and regional platforms. Together, these platforms have delivered
remarkable impacts – forest managers participating GFTN and NGP collectively manage over 23 million
hectares of Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified forest and plantation areas and account for as
much as one third of total FSC certified production in the countries where they operate.

Looking beyond 2020, the global community is looking to set new ambitious targets to better protect,
conserve, manage and restore forests to benefit people, biodiversity, and climate resilience. WWF has
now evolved these platforms to a new engagement mechanism which is forest impact oriented and
landscape focused, enabling wider reach of actors and improving coordination and coherence with other
efforts, to deliver against our forest conservation ambition. The launch of the evolved platform is
targeted for summer 2020.

Overarching objective
To support the mission of the new engagement mechanism, WWF aims to build a new online portal that
will add value to WWF and the participants of the new mechanism.

Value proposition to WWF
· To position WWF as a global leader in driving change in the forest sector backed by transparent

and credible evidence at the project site and the landscape levels.
· To build a compelling case for improving the quality of managed forests and landscapes, as well

as forest product value chains, as an effective strategy for achieving global conservation
objectives.
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Value proposition to participants
· To enable transparent communications of performance, including outcomes and impacts against

the organization’s agreement with WWF, as well as its existing commitments toward Sustainable
Development Goals, climate, and deforestation-free, and other global or local targets.

· To elevate the visibility of each participant’s engagement with WWF, by fostering and
reinforcing the identity of the global program with spatial, audio-visual, storytelling content
synthesized in a communications-friendly format.

Project scope
The consultant for this project will design and develop a streamlined front and back end system to 1)
seamlessly retrieve data from WWF databases and open access spatial data sources; then 2) create
bespoke and interactive visualizations of data for a variety of projects and actions undertaken by the
participants of the new engagement mechanism.

Broadly, there are three types of projects:

· Improving Forest Management
· Market Shift – Responsible Sourcing
· Forest Based Interventions and Investments

Improving Forest Management
Projects in this action area pertain to the management of forest resources, be it natural forests or
plantations, for specific impacts (e.g. protection of watersheds, wildlife habitats, reducing illegal logging,
etc.). Credible forest certifications are encouraged to be used as a verification tool for the
improvements.

Organizations participating in this action area ranges from large forest concessions and plantations
managing areas over 1 million hectares, to smallholders with a few hectares of plantations, to
community forest managed by a large number of families.

Market Shift – Responsible Sourcing
Projects that belong to this action area are typically carried out by actors within wood product value
chains who are deemed strategic because of the link in their sourcing to a priority forest/landscape or
the role they play in connecting credibly certified wood product from production forests to the global
market. This may be in addition to improving forest management actions, in the case of some
organizations or groups.

Actions in this area include tracking, disclosing, and improving the wood product sourcing profiles with
the aim to drive markets for sustainable products.

Forest Based Interventions and Investments
Participants in this action area will be seeking to make and/or invest in impactful change through a suite
of tools and approaches. These are organizations who have “matured” in their responsible forest
management and/or responsible forest product sourcing, and are looking for ways to further address
their impact and influence on global forests.
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As such, this action area encompasses a diverse range of projects, including:
· Biodiversity protection
· HCV assessment and management plans
· Forest restoration
· Supporting landscape approaches and multistakeholder mechanisms
· Payment for ecosystem services
· Smallholder value chain development
· Fair wages and fair market access
· Livelihood improvements
· Enabling environment and forest governance
· Forest monitoring
· Support technology, efficiency and innovations

We envisage 30-50 projects to be featured on the portal in the first three years of launch.

Desired functionalities
· Integration of different types of data: Spatial (landscape and site maps from GLOBIL), Stories

(user-generated contents), and Key Performance Indicators (linking with WWF internal
participant database).

· Seamless extraction and display of data from WWF sources via API, including GLOBIL, WWF
Database, and Tableau software infrastructure.

· Easy and intuitive mapping and storytelling without specialized training or software or training.

· Flexible user management functions to handle multiple user groups (e.g. Admin, editor, viewer,
etc.), including WWF and non-WWF users; Single Sign-on (SSO) implemented for WWF users

· Simple and functional backend for admin and editor users to view and upload certain type of
information that are not imported from the WWF database

· Secure data storage and a fast, stable, and reliable system environment with contingency
measures in place to minimize disruption and glitches

In future phases, depending on user feedback, we envisage to expand the portal to include the following
functionalities:

· Member’s page that provides additional analytical tools and customized information to the
participants of the new mechanism

· Member’s dashboard that offers customizable analysis and report generation functions for
members to use for their own internal and external communications and reporting

Development timeline
Phase I

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct
Finalization of vendor selection and SOW X
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Configuration of connection with WWF
database/dashboard (See component 1 & 2 in the
Annex)

X X

Configuration of connection with WWF Internal
spatial platform GLOBIL (See component 3 in the
Annex)

X

Finalization of frontend design and customization X
User testing and adjustments X
Configuration of official hosting environment, URL,
etc.

X

Phase 1 launch X

Proposal requirements

Both firms and individuals with at least 10 years of combined experience in web design, database
development, data visualization, dashboard development, and other related projects, are qualified to
submit proposal. Experience in working with API and spatial data in different formats is required.

Qualified consultant may submit the following documents by email:
· One-page cover letter
· A proposed scope of work of no longer than five pages that include detailed tasks, pricing,

timeline, and reference to at least two work samples
· CV(s) of the project lead and key project member(s) stating relevant expertise

Please send proposal and related inquiries to Karen Mo karen.mo@wwfus.org
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Annex: System and data management overview


